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$A$ $(A_{X.Ii},.\cdot)\geq$ $()$ $(A\geq \{))$ $r’:\in H$
$A$ $B$ $A-B\geq()$
$\mathrm{L}_{\dot{1})\mathrm{w}}\mathrm{I}1\in\tau\prime 1\backslash - \mathrm{H}1$ ), $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{I}1’/$, :
$A\geq B\geq 0$ $1\geq p\geq()$ (’ $A^{\mathrm{p}}\geq B^{p}$
best possible ${ }$,$\cdot$
$p>1$ $A\geq B$ $A?$) $\not\geq B^{\rho}$ $A,$ $B$
[3] :
[9] best possible 1’




Theorem A. If $A\geq B>0$ and $M\geq A\geq rn>0$ for $M>\tau n,$ $t.f’,C,7\iota$
$K_{\dashv}(\prime rrlr.M,\mathit{1}’)A^{\mathcal{P}}\geq B^{p}$
holds for $p\geq 1$ rvhere $K_{+}(rr\iota, M,p)$ is call $\epsilon:d$ the $K_{i}yFur\iota-F?\iota\Gamma uta\mathrm{c}\cdot 0\gamma l.9$ tant:
$K_{*}(’ \gamma n, M,p)=\frac{(_{I^{J}}-1\mathrm{I}^{p}-1}{I^{r^{p}}}.\frac{(\Lambda/\int^{p}-\mathit{7}r\prime,t\prime)’)}{(\Lambda/I-m)(\gamma n\Lambda[\mathrm{r}J-mfl_{\lrcorner}\nu I)p-\iota}$ .
$\mathrm{L}\dot{\mathrm{t}})\mathrm{w}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ -Heinz $\mathrm{P}$ 1
2
chaotic order 2
chaotic order $A_{:}B$ $\log A\underline{\text{ }}1()\mathrm{g}B$ $A,$ $B$
chaotic order $A>>B$ $\mathrm{B}$ \rightarrow [7]
Theorem B. Let $A$ and $B$ be positive invertible operators satisfying $M\geq A\geq rn>0$ .
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) $A\gg B$
(ii) For each $n\in N,$ $\alpha\in[0,1],$ $p\geq 0$ and $u\geq()$
$K_{+}(m^{\frac{(p+\alpha u)S-\alpha u}{\mathrm{n}}}, Mn, n+1(p+\alpha u)_{\mathit{8}}-ou)A(p\cdot+\alpha u)S\geq(A^{C\mathrm{X}}\tau^{\underline{u}}BpA^{\alpha}-T^{u})^{S}$




Theorem C. Let $A$ and $B$ be positivc $i$nvertible $ope.7at,OTs$ satisfying $M\geq A\geq m>0$ .
Then the following statemenfs are equivalent:
(i) $A\geq B$
(ii) For each $n\in N,$ $\alpha\in[0,1],$ $p\geq 1$ and $u\geq 0$
$K_{+}(m^{\frac{(p-1+(u+1)\alpha)S-(u+1)_{0}}{n}}, M^{(\mathrm{p}-1}.\tau 1^{\cdot},n.+1)A^{(-}p1-.arrow(u+1)\}$
( $u$ I $\iota$ ) $\mathrm{c}1)6-(1A- t1)0.\alpha)s$ .
$\geq(A^{\frac{(u-\{1)\alpha-\downarrow}{2}B^{p}}A^{\frac{(11\{1)a-1}{2})^{s}}$
holds for $s\geq 1$ and $(p-1+(u+1)\alpha)s\geq(u+1)(n+\alpha)$ .







$A= \int\lambda dE_{\lambda}$ and $B= \int\lambda‘ fF_{\lambda}$




Theorem D. Let $A$ and $B$ be positive $ope7at\prime or.9$ . Then the $f_{ll,\iota}‘ \mathit{0}\tau ving$ statements are
equivalent:
(i) $A\succ B$
(ii) $A^{p}\geq B^{p}$ for all $p>()$ .
, $\dot{A}\succ B$ , B $\mathrm{C}$ :
Theorem. Let $A$ and $B$ be positive invertible opemtors satisf.$l/i7\prime\prime(/M\geq A\geq 7r|>$ $()$ .
Then the following $sta\dagger_{\text{ }}ementS$ are equivalent:
(i) $A\succeq B$





holds for $s\geq 1$ and $(p-v+(u+v)\alpha)s\geq(u+v)(n+\alpha)$ .
Olson
( D)
Lemma. Let $A$ and $B$ be positive $operat_{\text{ }}\mathrm{o}\gamma s$. Then the followinq statements arc $\theta J\mathit{1}?\iota iva\iota ent,$:
(i) $A\succeq B$ .
(ii) For each $v\geq 0,$ $A^{u+v}\geq(A^{u}\tau B^{\mathrm{P}}..A^{1}?^{A})^{\frac{u\}v}{\mathcal{P}^{\{1A}}}.$ for $\cdot|\mathit{1},$ $\geq 00,ndp\geq l’$ .
Remark. $\mathrm{B},$ $\mathrm{C}$ (ii)
$v=0$ $v=1$ $\mathrm{B}$ $\mathrm{C}$ (ii)
(ii) $v=0,1$ $\mathrm{t}^{1}.=()$ (ii) $A>>B$
$([1],[4])$ , $v..=1$ (ii) $A\geq B$ ( F)
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Proof of Lemma . $(\mathrm{i})$ $\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}).$ For $\cdot$ each $\prime l^{1}.\geq()$, it $f\mathrm{o}l\iota \mathit{0}\prime m.9fr\mathrm{o}7\prime Th\mathrm{e}^{l}.\cdot 07_{-}‘..7..nD$ that $A^{p\}u}\geq$
$A^{\frac{u}{2}}B^{p}A^{\frac{u}{2}}$ for $p\geq v$ and $|\mathit{4}\geq 0$ .
By raising each sides to the power $\frac{u+v}{\iota^{j}+u}-\in[0_{l}\backslash 1],$ $uf(:ha\uparrow)C\cdot$ .
$A^{u\prec}-(’\geq(A^{u}2B^{p}A^{u}\mathfrak{T})^{\frac{u\}\cdot\tau}{\mathrm{p}+u}}$ for $u\geq 0ar\iota dp\geq\uparrow f$ .
(ii) $\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i})$ . For each $p\geq 0$ , put $\iota.’=p$ and $|x=()$ .
[5] A
‘ ..




holds for any $s\geq 0,$ $p\geq 0_{f}q\geq 1$ and $r\geq t$ with $(s-1)(\mathrm{P}-1)\geq 0$ and $(.1 - t+. r)q\geq$
$(p-t).9+r$ .
$\mathrm{C}$
Proof of Theorem . (i) $\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ . For each $u>0$ and $p\geq\uparrow\geq$ { $)$ , put $A_{1}=A^{u1|}’\cdot$, and
$B_{1}=(A^{\frac{u}{2}}B^{p}A \frac{u}{2})^{\frac{u+\iota}{\rho+\mathrm{u}}}’$ . Then we have $A_{1}\geq B_{1}\geq 0$ by $Le7nrna$ . Thus $Theo7e7n,$ $\mathrm{c}$ implies





holds for any $s\geq 1,$ $p_{1}\geq 1,$ $q\geq 1$ and $7^{\cdot}\geq 0sati_{S}hi’\gamma l,.q$ tlte $f_{\mathit{0}\iota\iota \mathit{0}\{}v\prime i7’,.q‘ jO7\iota d^{l}iti_{or}\iota.s$ ;
(2) $r\geq t$ ,
(3) $(1-t, +r)q\geq(_{I^{y_{1}-}}t)_{\mathit{8}+r}$.
Put $p_{1}= \frac{p+u}{u+v}\geq 1_{f}q=n+1,$ $\alpha=1-t$ a$nd$ a$ls\mathit{0}$ $r=’ \frac{(p-\prime 1+(\prime lx+v)\alpha)s}{n(u+v)}-\frac{\gamma\iota+1}{r\iota}\alpha$.
Then (3) is $sati_{\mathit{8}}fied$ and (2) is equivalent to the following
(4) $(p-v+(u+v)\alpha)s\geq(u+v)(n+\alpha)$ .
Therefore (1) implies that for each $\alpha\in[0,1],$ $u>0$ and $p\geq\uparrow.|\geq 0$
$A^{(v\vdash(-}p-u\vdash v)rl\alpha)\dot{b}-(u+v)\alpha$
$\geq$
$(A^{\frac{(_{P^{-v}\star(}- u+\cdot v)\alpha)_{\delta-}(n+1\rangle(u+v)a}{\mathit{2}n}(A^{\frac{(u+\tau\cdot)\prime \mathrm{r}-\iota}{2}B^{\mathrm{P}}}}. \cdot A\frac{(u-\{\tau)\alpha-\backslash \backslash }{\mathit{2}},.)^{9}.A^{\frac{(p-\mathrm{t}|(\mathrm{t}l+1\backslash )r\mathrm{v}\rangle_{\aleph}-(n\mathrm{b}1)(\mathrm{u}+v)\mathit{0}}{\mathit{2}71}}’\cdot)^{\frac{1}{r1\mathrm{I}1}}$
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holds for $s\geq 1,$ $p\geq v$ with (4). By $mis\prime i7\iota‘ j$ each side to the $po\cdot‘ ver\gamma’$. $+1,$ $\prime it$ follows $fro7n$
Theorem A that
$K_{\iota_{-(}}..rn \frac{(p-v\dagger(u+v)\alpha)\mathrm{g}-(u+v)\alpha}{n},$$M^{(}’ n’,$$n+1p- \tau\vdash(u-\mathrm{f}v\rangle\alpha)_{S-}(u|_{1})\alpha)(A^{\cdot}\frac{(\rho-1\}(u|1)a)\aleph-(u+l\text{ })\mathfrak{a}}{r\iota}.\mathrm{I}n-\vdash 1$
$\geq$
$A^{\frac{(\mathrm{p}-\cdot|(u+v)\alpha)\epsilon-(n-\{-1)(u\cdot\dagger\cdot 1l)\alpha}{2n}(A^{\frac{(u+\iota)0-\iota}{2}BA^{\frac{(u\}\tau)()-\tau}{2}}}}’.$
” $p’.$ )$fiA^{\frac{(|J-\iota\cdot \mathrm{I}(u11\rangle C\supset)b-(n\{1)(\tau\iota \mathrm{i}|)c1}{2r1}}.$,





(ii) $\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i})$ . Let $v\text{ }0$ . Put $\alpha=0$ in (ii) and by raisinq each sidcs to the $poufer-6$ ’ it
foltows that
(5) $K_{\text{ }}( \gamma\gamma 1,\frac{(p-1;)\ddot{s}}{r\iota}, M^{\frac{(_{l)-}\tau)\cdot\backslash }{n}}’.n+1)^{\frac{1}{9}A^{\mathrm{P}}}.\cdot-\cdot‘.,$ $\geq A^{-\frac{1}{2}}.’ B^{p}A-.\frac{\mathrm{t}}{2}$ .
Moreover, since
$K_{+}(m^{\frac{(\rho-v)\epsilon}{n}}, M^{\frac{(p-v)\epsilon}{n}}, n+1)^{\frac{1}{s}} arrow(\frac{M}{m})^{p-1;}$
. as $sarrow\infty$ ,
it follows from (5) that
(6) $( \frac{M}{m})^{p-v}Ap\geq B^{p}$ f.or $p\geq \mathrm{t}.’.$ .
Put $p=v$ in (6) and then we have $A^{v}\geq B^{v}$ for all $v>(),$ $i_{(}.\supset..,$ $A\succ B$ by $Theorc,\gamma n$ D.
4.
$l$ ’ $()$ , 1
, chaotic order
$A$ $B$ $\alpha,$ ($i$





$A\geq(1,0)B$ chaotic order $A\gg B$ $([1\rceil,[4])\text{ }A\geq(1,1)B$
$A\geq B$ ( F) ($i>0$ $A\geq(1,/j)B$
$A\succ B$
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Proof . (i) If $A>>B$ for $A,$ $B\text{ }$ $()$ , it $foil_{o\mathrm{t}}lfs$ from [1] $ar|,d[4]$ that
$A^{r} \underline{\text{ }}(A^{\frac{r}{2}}B^{p}A\frac{r}{2})^{\frac{r}{p\}r}}$
’
for$\cdot$ all $p\geq()$ and $r\geq()$ .
Since $\alpha\in(0,1]$ , it follows from L\"owner-Heinz theorem that
$A^{\alpha r}\underline{\text{ }}(A^{\frac{r}{2}}B^{p}A^{\frac{r}{2})^{\frac{\alpha r}{p+r}}}$ .
Therefore we have $A\geq(\alpha,0)B$ .
Conversely, suppose that $A\geq(\alpha,0)B$ for each $\alpha\in(0.1$ ] . $Ta\iota\wedge rj\text{ }\prime ng$ the logalith$7n$ in both
sides, we have
$\alpha r\log A\geq\alpha r\log(A^{r}\mathrm{z}B^{p}A^{r}\mathrm{z})^{\frac{1}{p+\tau}}$ for all $p>0$ and $r>0$ .
That $is_{f}$
$\log A\geq\log(A^{\frac{r}{2}}B^{p}A\frac{r}{2})^{\frac{1}{p+r}}$ for all $p>()$ and $r>0$ .
Moreover, we have
$\log A^{\underline{\text{ }}}\log(A^{\frac{r}{2}}B^{p}A\frac{r}{2})^{\frac{1}{p+r}}arrow 1()\mathrm{g}(B^{p})^{\frac{1}{\rho}}=\log B$ as $rarrow 0$ ,
which $\prime i7nplie_{\backslash }‘$;that $A\gg B$ .
(ii) If $A^{\beta}\geq B^{\beta}$ for a given $\beta>0$ , then Theorern $\mathrm{F}$ says that $fo7^{\cdot}$ each, $r_{1}\geq()$
$(A^{\beta\frac{r_{1}}{2}}A^{\beta_{\mathrm{P}}1}A^{\beta\frac{r_{1}}{2}})^{\frac{1}{q}} \geq(A^{\beta\frac{r_{1}}{2}}B^{\mathcal{B}p}1A\beta\frac{r_{1}}{2})^{\frac{1}{tf}}$
holds for $p_{1}\geq 0$ and $q\geq 1$ with $(1+r_{1})q\geq p_{1}+r_{1}$ . For each ($y\in[0\backslash 1]" p\geq\beta$ and
$r\underline{\text{ }}0$ , prrt $P \iota=\frac{p}{\beta}$ . $r1= \frac{r}{\beta}$ and $q= \frac{p+r}{\alpha r+\beta}$ . Since they satisf.$yr_{1}\geq 0,$ $p_{1}\geq 0,$ $q\underline{\text{ }}1$ with
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$(1+r_{1})q\geq p_{1}+\gamma_{1}$ , we have
$A^{\alpha r+\beta}\geq(A^{r}\mathrm{z}B^{p}A^{r}\mathrm{z})p\mp r\alpha r\mathrm{t}’’$ .
The converse is shown by putting $’\cdot=()$ in (7).
(iii) Suppose that $A\succ B$ . Then Theorem $\mathrm{D}en.sr\iota r(\supset,.9t,haf$,
$A^{\mathrm{P}^{|- r}}\geq A^{\frac{r}{2}}B^{p}A^{\gamma}\overline{\overline{2}}$ for $p,$ $r\geq()$ .
For each $\alpha\text{ }1,$ $\beta\geq 0$ and $r>0,$ if $p\geq\beta+(\alpha-1)r$ , then $\frac{(yr+\beta}{l^{J}+r}$. $\in[0,1]$ and so we
have (7), $i.e.,$ $A\geq(\alpha,\beta)B$ .
Conversely, suppose that $A\geq(\alpha,\beta)B$ for $so\gamma ne\alpha>1$ and $\beta\geq()$ . For afixed $p\text{ }0,$ $l\mathit{1}\prime e$
put $r= \frac{p-\beta}{\alpha-1}$ . Then $\frac{\alpha\prime r+\beta}{p+r}.=1$ and so
$A^{\alpha r+\beta}\geq A\mathrm{z}r_{B^{p}}A2r$ .




$\beta$ – $\alpha=1$ - $A^{\beta}\geq B^{\beta}$
$(i=\mathrm{t})(1\geq\alpha>0)$ chaotic order
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